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F1-CN-64/EP-1

ICRF HEATING SCENARIOS IN ALCATOR C-MOD

ABSTRACT

Successful high power ICRF heating of L-mode and H-mode plasmas has

been performed in the Alcator C-Mod tokamak with up to 3.5 MW of RF power

at 80 MHz. Efficient absorption (90-100%) of the RF power was observed for

D(H) heating at 5.3 T (here the minority ion species is indicated parentheti-

cally). Lower single-pass absorption experiments were also performed in D(3He)

at 7.9 T, D( 2 13He) at 4.0 T, and D(2SIH) at 2.6 T. Boronization has been found

to improve the heating efficiency of these lower single pass absorption schemes

through a reduction in the radiated power. Direct on-axis electron heating via

mode converted ion Bernstein waves (IBW) has been observed in H(3 He) plas-

mas at 6.5 T and off-axis electron heating has been observed in D('He) at 7.9 T.

The electron heating power density profiles were inferred in these experiments

using an RF power modulation technique. The implications of these heating

results for steady state advanced tokamak operation in C-Mod are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Alcator C-Mod is a compact high field tokamak [1] (a = 0.21 m, Ro =

0.67 m, n " 1.8) with present operating range of 0.5.< Ip(MA) i 1.5,2.5 < BT (T)

6 8.0, and 0.5 X 1020 < ife(m- 3 ) < 1 x 1021. Up to 3.5 MW of RF power at

80 MHz has been coupled into the tokamak through two dipole antennas. Each

antenna consists of two straps (0.1 m in width) driven out of phase and sepa-

rated toroidally by 0.17 m (on-center) [2]. Extremely high power densities are

obtained during ICRF injection (5 MW/M 3 volume averaged and 0.6 MW/M 2

surface averaged). The large range in magnetic field makes possible a variety

of minority ion heating scenarios, including D(H) at 5.3 T, D('He) at 7.9 T,

D(2Q3He) at 4.0 T, and D(2H) at 2.6 T. The highest RF absorption rates were

observed in the D(H) minority heating scheme as expected theoretically. The

RF absorption rates were found to be lower in D(3He) plasmas. This result is

expected since the left circularly polarized component of the fast wave electric

field is significantly reduced in D(3He) minority heating relative to D(H). Even

so, H-mode plasmas were achieved in all of the minority heating schemes.
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Efficient on-axis electron heating via mode converted IBW has been ob-

served in H( 3 He) plasmas at 6.5 T and n 3He/ne ~ 0.2-0.3. In this scenario, the

ion-ion hybrid layer is located near the plasma center, the hydrogen cyclotron

resonance layer is located on the low field side at about r/a ~ 0.75, and the
3He cyclotron layer is on the high field side at r/a ~ 0.56. The location of the

electron heating could be controlled by varying the magnetic field or changing

the 3He concentration. The location and shape of the electron heating profiles

were found to be in agreement with the predictions of a 1-D full-wave ICRF

model (FELICE) [3] which solves explicitly for the IBW electric fields. Off-axis

(r/a ~ 0.6) electron heating via mode converted IBW has also been demon-

strated in D(3He) discharges at 7.9 T and n3He/ne ~ 0.2 - 0.3. Again the

experimentally inferred power deposition profiles agree with the predictions of

1-D full-wave ICRF calculations.

It is noteworthy that C-Mod can operate for pulse lengths of tpuIse ~ (5-7) s

at intermediate fields of (4-5) T. For Te(0) Z 5 keV the current skin time is

tskin = 1 S , TL/R ~- 3 s, and hence tpuIs/rL/R ;1 2. Furthermore, the direct

electron heating via mode converted IBW could be used for off-axis current

profile control by employing directional wave excitation. Thus C-Mod offers the

unique opportunity to study both noninductive current drive and fully relaxed

reversed shear current profiles in advanced tokamak configurations near the #-
limit. The possibility of achieving such operating modes in C-Mod is discussed

in the final section.

2. MINORITY ION HEATING RESULTS IN C-MOD

During the Dec. 1995 to March 1996 experimental campaign, high quality

H-mode plasmas were obtained routinely after boronization of the tokamak [4].

The D(H) minority heating scheme was used at BT = 5.3 T and Ip ~ 1.0 MA. An

RF power absorption rate of 90-100% was inferred for this type of heating based

on a break in slope analysis of the stored energy at the time of RF turn-off. A

confinement time enhancement factor defined as HITER89-P = TE/TITER89-P Of

up to 2.5 was observed in ELM-free H-modes, where rITER89_p is the empirical

L-mode confinement time [5]. The corresponding normalized 0 =, 3N was about

1.5, where #N = Ot/(Ip/aBT) (% - m - T/MA), Ot =< p > /(B /2po), and <>

denotes a volume average. At Ue ~ 3.0 x 1020 m- 3 and PaR = 2.4 MW, the max-
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imum electron and ion temperatures achieved were Te(O) ~ 5.7 keV (sawtooth

peak) and Ti(0) ~ 3.9 keV (sawtooth averaged). The relative concentration of

hydrogen was estimated to be nH/ne < 6 - 8%, from charge exchange analyzer

measurements. The FPPRF Fokker Planck / ICRF package [6] has been used

to determine the minority tail power balance. At these concentrations and elec-

tron density, 1 - 2 of the power absorbed by the minority ions should dissipate

collisionally via electron drag and the remainder of the tail power should be

dissipated collisionally into background deuterons.

ELM-free H-mode plasmas have also been obtained in D( 3 He) minority

heating at 7.9 T. An example of this is shown in Fig. 1, where PRF = 2.4 MW,

IP = 1.2 MA, and EI ~ 3.4 x 1020 m-3. After a period of dithering (from

0.73-0.86 s), a transition into ELM-free H-mode is observed, as is evident on

the edge Te and D. signals. The stored energy increases from an ohmic value

of 0.056 MJ to a near-maximum value of 0.200 MJ. Assuming 100% of the RF

power is absorbed, the confinement time at this point is 0.061 s, which yields

a confinement enhancement factor HITERs9-p of 1.5. Again, using a break in

slope analysis of the stored energy at the RF turn-off point, an RF absorption

rate of about 75% is inferred. Assuming this absorption rate for the RF, the

confinement time is 0.073 s and HITERS9-p - 1.7. The maximum electron and

ion temperatures were Te(0) ~ 3.3 keV and Td(0) ~ 2.9 keV. Thus H-modes

have been achieved in C-Mod with Te ~ Ti. The relative concentration of 3He

in this discharge is estimated to be ~ 5 %. At this density and concentration,

FPPRF calculations indicate more than 2 of the power absorbed by the 3He

ions is dissipated collisionally into background deuterons. The increased tail

power flow to the deuterons, relative to D(H) is largely a consequence of the

double charge state of the (3He) minority component.

Second harmonic minority heating experiments have also been performed at

~ 4 T in D( 2 R3He). This heating scheme was unsuccessful [7] prior to boroniza-

tion. The reason was thought to be the presence of an H fundamental reso-

nance layer on the high field side edge of the tokamak at r/a ~ 0.75, which

resulted in parasitic absorption at that location. After boronization, the H res-

onance appears to result in edge heating which helps to attain H-mode. The

best heating results were found at BT ~ 4.2 T where the H resonance had
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moved in on the high field side to r/a ~ 0.63. The field was also reduced

to 3.4 T to remove the fundamental H layer from the plasma. However, the

overall heating was reduced and the impurity production increased, presumably

because the 2 9H resonance then appeared on the low field side edge of the toka-

mak at r/a ~ 0.91. Typical discharge parameters for this heating scheme were

IP ~ 0.6 MA, lie ~ 0.8-1.0 x 1020 m-3 (before H-mode), Te(0), Td(0) ~ 1.5 keV

during ICRF injection, and PRF ~ 2.2 MW, with stored energy increases from

0.025 MJ to about 0.045 MJ. The confinement enhancement factors for these

H-modes were HITER89-P ~ 1.0, assuming an RF absorption rate of 100%.

However, break in slope analysis of the diamagnetic stored energy indicates an

RF absorption rate of only 30% in which case HITEp89_p !~ 1.3. The relative

concentration of 3He was typically low in these shots (2-3%). We expect better

heating with D(2Q3He) at 80 MHz when combined with fundamental D(3He)

heating at 40 MHz.

Second harmonic heating at 2.6 T in D(2QH) plasmas also resulted in

achievement of H-mode. These experiments were performed at Ip ~ 0.55 MA,

ie ~ (0.5 - 1.2) x 1020 m-3 , and PRF ~ 1.3 - 1.4 MW. The stored energy typi-

cally doubled in these H-mode plasmas (increasing from about 0.02 MJ to 0.035-

0.043 MJ), and the confinement enhancement factors were HITER89-P = 1.4,

assuming 100% of the ICRF power was absorbed. Again, taking into account

the RF absorption rate estimated from diamagnetic stored energy rate change

at the RF turn-off, an absorption rate of about 80% with HITER89-..P e 1.6 is

inferred. Both ohmic and ICRF heated H-modes were obtained at low den-

sity, only ICRF heated H-modes were observed at intermediate density, and no

H-modes were observed at high densities (We Z 1.1 - 1.2 x 1020 m- 3 ). The rel-

ative concentration of H injected into the plasma was varied from 0-100% and

similar heating results were obtained at all concentrations. However, He/D,

measurements indicated the concentration of H only varied from ~ 5 - 40%.

3. MODE CONVERSION ELECTRON HEATING EXPERIMENTS IN C-

MOD

Direct on-axis electron heating via mode converted ion Bernstein waves

(IBW) has been observed [7] in H( 3 He) plasmas at BT ~ 6.0 - 6.5 T, Ie. ~

1.4 x 1020 m- 3 , Ip = 0.8 MA, PpR ~ 1.2 MW, and n3He/ne ~ 0.2 - 0.3. These
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experiments were carried out in 1995 prior to boronization and the plasmas

remained in L-mode during ICRF injection. The central Te was observed to in-

crease from 2.1 keV to 4.7 keV (sawtooth peak) and the stored energy increased

from 0.043 MJ to 0.050 MJ. In these experiments the ICRF power was modu-

lated to obtain the electron RF power density from a break in slope analysis of

the electron temperature versus time (as given by grating polychromator mea-

surements). The result of such an analysis is shown in Fig. 2. The on-axis value

of the RF power density (~ 25 MW/m 3 ) is about a factor of 10 higher than the

local ohmic power density. The RF power density profile in Fig. 2 corresponds

to an electron absorption rate of about 66%. The location and shape of the

electron heating power density profile in Fig. 2 is in qualitative agreement with

the predictions of the 1-D slab geometry code FELICE. However, the electron

power densities predicted by FELICE are about a factor of 2-3 less than what

is observed experimentally, presumably due to the absence of wave focussing

effects in the 1-D slab model.

Direct off-axis heating of electrons was also measured in D(3He) L-mode

plasmas after boronization, at BT = 7.9 T, Ip = 1.0 MA, I, ~ 1.5 - 2.0 x

1020 m- 3 , and n3He/ne Z 0.15 - 0.20. In this heating scheme the 3He minority

resonance is at the plasma center and the IBW mode conversion layer is located

on the tokamak high field side at r/a Z 0.5. In these experiments the RF power

was stepped from about 1 to 2.5 MW and the electron heating rate at the RF

power transition was inferred using a break in slope analysis of the electron

temperature channels. An example of off-axis electron heating determined from

this method is shown in Fig. 3. The absorbed RF power fraction to electrons in

Fig. 3 is ~ 0.4 - 0.45. The electron power density profile shown in Fig. 3 is also

in qualitative agreement with 1-D full-wave results from FELICE.

4. DISCUSSION

Significant heating has been achieved during minority heating experiments

in C-Mod and direct electron heating via mode converted ion Bernstein waves

has been clearly demonstrated. This plasma heating and direct electron in-

teraction are two key elements necessary for the access of steady state ad-

vanced tokamak modes of operation in C-Mod. A current drive simulation code

(ACCOME) and MHD equilibrium and stability package (JSOLVER/PEST II)
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have been used to study the stability properties of non-inductively driven, re-

versed shear type current profiles that may be achieved for C-Mod parameters

[Ip ~ 0.8 MA, Ro/a = 3, Te(O) ~ TD(0) ~ 5 keV, and < ne > Z 1.2x10 2 0 m-3

[8]. It is found that highly shaped C-Mod equilibria (r, ~ 1.8, b. ~ 0.7) are

stable up to 3N = 3.7, without a conducting shell, to the n = oo ideal balloon-

ing mode and the n=1,2,3 external kink modes. These equilibria have relatively

broad pressure profiles (po/pavg - 3), q 1 n > 2.2, qo Z 3, and high bootstrap

current fractions (fBs ~ 0.75). The off-axis current profile control used in these

studies could be provided by mode converted ion Bernstein waves in D('He)

plasmas at BT ~ 4 T, 40 MHz, and n3He/ne ~ 0.2 - 0.3.
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Fig. 1 D(lHe) ICRF heated H-mode (BT = 7.9 T, Ip

1.2 MA).
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Fig. 2 On-axis H-3 He mode conversion heating at 6.5 T.
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Fig. 3 Off-axis D-3He mode conversion heating at 7.9 T.
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